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Overview
•Background and Motivation
• Instruments
•Methods
•Results
•Conclusion
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Background: JRO, JULIA, 
Equatorial Spread F and Drifts
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ESF detected by 
JULIA backscatter 
echoes at various 
altitudes

Main antenna array

Nearly horizontal magnetic field at JRO
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Background: Scintillation
vProduced by 

irregularities with 
variating plasma 
density

vRapid fluctuation in 
signal amplitude and 
phase

vEffects may degrade
navigation operations

vMay be measured in 
terms of size, drift 
speed and anisotropy 
in shape 4
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Question:
Can we measure the drift motion of 
irregularities causing ESF with GPS 
receivers by studying scintillation data?
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Alternatively, can we use a less 
expensive and more mobile instrument 
to achieve the same goal as the radar 
does, which requires labor and 
maintenance?



Introduction: 
Sensing Instruments
vOne pair of closely 

spaced Novatel 
receivers (60 m 
separation)

v50 GB scint data 
§ 50Hz raw signal 

intensity (SI)

§ 60s 𝑆" =
$%& ' $% &

$% &
�

§ GPS observables 
and navigation 
solutions
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Introduction:
GPS scintillation and JULIA ESF
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F-region 
ESF 
develops 
after local 
sunset

Scintillation 
associated 
with ESF?



Methods: Breakdown
a) Identify potentially scintillating satellites and 

time periods with 60s S4 over two months 
b) Process 50Hz power data of these periods 

and affected satellites for each receiver
c) Cross-correlate the received signal pair to 

estimate the drift speed of the ground pattern
d) Compare GPS drift estimates to JULIA ion 

drifts over 2 months at comparable ranges
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Methods: Detect Scintillation 
Events over two months
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Find time periods where two rxs both show scintillation!
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Methods: 
50 Hz Filtered Power Example
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Connection between the signal envelopes and S4 values

Similar but time shifted signals from a pair of closely spaced rxs



Methods: Drift estimation by 
spaced-antenna technique 
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1D Correlation          2D Correlation
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Cross-correlation of One-minute 
Filtered Power for PRN2
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O is leading, E is lagging

ρm=0.9371, τc=0.4s, 
ξc=60m,V’ = ξc/τc

—ρkk



Results: Compare to JULIA
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Conclusion
vWe have identified a list of GPS scintillation events 

likely produced by night time ESF.
vSignal power are analyzed, GPS drifts are estimated 

for these periods and compared to JULIA ion drifts.
vJULIA ion drifts are much larger and have wider 

spread in magnitude than GPS drifts.
qReceiver geometry dependent on the baseline length 

might not be sensitive enough to detect larger drifts.
qDifference in transmitting frequency leads to sensitivity 

to different scale size of plumes.
qSatellite motion is not accounted for.
vSlower JULIA drifts (<=500 m/s) agree well with mostly 

eastward GPS drifts in direction.
qThis corresponds to the eastward motion of the night 

time equatorial bubbles.
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¡Gracias!
¿Qué?

¿Cómo?


